Summary of Products and Services
Our Platform
The Connected World is a SaaS platform that combines account-based marketing and location intelligence
with cutting-edge predictive algorithms. It enables the comprehensive and interactive visualization of network assets with market data that can be effortlessly updated, analyzed, tracked and distributed.
The Modules
Building List Manager - Moves network operators out of stagnant Excel files and allows them to create automated OnNet and NearNet building lists in real time.
Building Intelligence - Expands the location record to include detailed information on the tenant within the
building and the competitive networks terminated to the building.
Building Manager - Documentation and tracking tool that manages activity associated with location, including Building Access Agreements, Easements, Laterals, Riser Cable and Demarcation Points.
Network Radar - A carrier relations platform for network operators to receive on-net and near-net building lists
from partner networks. It also allows them to manage their off-net relationships with other operators by visualizing [off-net] circuit inventory and discovery for new networks to interconnect.
Network Finder - A search tool that allows users to look for the LEC (Local Exchange Carriers), cable companies and on-net fiber providers at a location. It then provides a profile of who those companies are and their
product capabilities at that location.
Network Intelligence - Informs network operators of which service providers are located within their on-net
and near-net building locations.
Availability Engine API - Allows users to publish their own branded API’s to their clients, allowing them to share
network location, product and pricing availability.
Enterprise Profiler - Presents a single screen outline of an enterprise, built specifically for the connectivity industry. Allowing network operators to search for a company by name and get an overview of their locations,
network information, profile, news and key technology.
Professional Services
•NearNet Analysis
•Line of Site Analysis
Boundary Services
•Wire Center Boundaries
•Rate Center Boundaries
Location Services
•Location IDs
•Address Validation
•Geocoding Services

************
•Diversity Studies

•Market Share Reports •Record Conversions

•MSO Boundaries
•MSA Boundaries

•LATA Boundaries

•NPA Boundaries

•Entity IDs
•Data Enhancement

•Address Database
•Address Appending

•Parcel IDs
•Address Cleaning
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At Connected2Fiber We Turn Locations Into Connections!

